Bear Valley Make-Up Work for Absences other than Illness
ASD Policy: Parents who take students on vacations do so with the understanding that homework is not required to be provided by the school. When a family knows in advance that their child will be absent from school, a make-up request can be
made through the school office at least three days prior to the absence, but not more than 1 week prior to the absence.
When students are absent from school for sickness, parents should contact the school early in the morning of a student’s
absence in order for the school to gather the homework assignments. The work will be ready for pick up the next day.

STEP 1: Complete the following and return to office 1 week prior to absence.
Name:___________________________________________Grade:_____ Teacher:_______________________
Dates of Absence:___________________________________ Thru____________________________________
Reason for Absence: ________________________________________________________________________
I understand I am responsible for the content my child will miss during the absence as it will not be
retaught by the classroom teacher.
I understand assignments missed during the absence will not be collected or graded.
I understand assignments will be marked in Zangle as “Excused from Task” and will not be counted in his/
her grade.
I understand my child is responsible for math tests missed during the absence. Math tests will be made up
upon return to school. (Please check with the office for a list of resources for at-home study support.)
I understand my child is responsible for long-term projects and long-term assignments. Due dates may be
modified by the teacher.
I understand I can monitor classroom assignments during the absence by signing up for daily Zangle
updates. (Kindergarten information is not posted on Zangle.)
Parent/Guardian Signature:_____________________________________________ Date:__________________

STEP 2: To be completed by teacher.
Math
Pages we anticipate covering:__________________________________________________________________
Reading
Students are encouraged to read a minimum of 20 minutes per day. Parents will provide reading materials at their
child’s reading level.
Writing
Students are encouraged to keep a writing journal and write in it daily. Parents will provide writing materials,
prompts, etc.
Long-term Project/Assignment
None
Complete the following:__________________________________________ Due Date:______________
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